
FAASTeam presents:

Autorotate and Live - Register to Attend in Person or go to

Streaming Broadcast



For helicopter pilots, autorotation is our one basic
emergency procedure. It’s the quickest, safest
way to the ground, and much of emergency
training is perfecting a safe reflex autorotation
entry.San Carlos Flight Center presents this
special webinar to all pilots who wish to expand
their knowledge of autorotation and helicopter
operations. SCFC helicopter CFI Paul Harris will
review basic autorotation concepts, including the
FAA requirements for performing the maneuver
according to the PTS. He will include basic
aerodynamics of an autorotation, and how to
utilize energy management to increase safety
and awareness of the aircraft’s position in and
movement through space. Finally, he will present
some useful mnemonics and memory aids for
aurotation and recovery.Following the
introduction to autorotations, Paul will present an
accident analysis of a helicopter crash that
seems to have been at least in part due to
improper entry into autorotation. The seminar
was created by the FAA Safety Team originally
as a webinar (slides with audio) but SCFC will be
presenting the seminar live using our streaming
video capability, ordinarily reserved for SCFC
members.Paul Harris is a helicopter CFI from the
UK and has been instructing for just over 5 years
and over 1,000 hours of dual instruction
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experience in Robinson R22 and R44 aircraft.
Although he has training in management
accounting, he prefers flying aircraft to flying
spreadsheets. For the last four years he has
been a SF Bay Area native instructing out of
Golden Gate Helicopters in Hayward and
Diamond Aviation in San Carlos. He recently
joined San Carlos Flight Center to bring
helicopter training to our members.

San Carlos Flight Center was voted Best Flight
School in the US in the 2013 AOPA Flight
Training Excellence Awards. We are committed
to promoting safety in general aviation through
our evening safety seminar programs. For more
information about this and any of our weekly
seminars, please visit
http://sancarlosflight.com/activities-and-events.
Directions: This webinar is viewable on PC and Mac at
http://sancarlosflight.com/live-streaming-broadcast.
Broadcasting will begin 15 minutes prior to the event. Please
tune in early confirm the connection.

A message from the National FAASTeam Manager
Invite a fellow pilot to the next WINGS Safety Seminar in your area.

Sign up for the FAA's safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!



The FAA Safety Team (FAASTeam) is committed to providing equal access to this meeting/event for all participants. If you need
alternative formats or services because of a disability, please communicate your request as soon as possible with the person in the

“Contact Information” area of the meeting/event notice. Note that two weeks is usually required to arrange services.


